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“ The master is in the soul and will remain forever 

inside the soul …” 

Mocambo  



Mocambo  

“Mocambo” is a concert that takes us by the 

hand and leads us into the fabulous world of 

Paolo Conte and his songs, interpreted with the 

passion and devotion that are due to a Maestro. 

Famous songs such as “Bartali”, “Sotto le stelle 

del jazz”, “Via con me”, “Azzurro”, “Hemingway” 

are offered to the audience with loving respect 

for the elegant sound of the Italian songwriter, 

indeed, the arrangements are deliberately true 

to the originals. 

A refined tribute to the artist who more than 

any other influenced the musical formation of 

Paolo Serazzi, musician and composer from   

Turin. Serazzi, with his formidable Orchestra 

Palmizio, takes us on this exclusive journey. 
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Mocambo  

A journey full of vivid images and jazz melodies, a 

tale studded with seductive suggestions that 

bring us back to distant, enchanted places…

Suggestions that made Paolo Conte the most     

famous Italian chansonnier, highly appreciated 

all over the world.  

The singer Ginger Brew accompanied on stage for 

many years, with her velvet voice, Paolo Conte 

himself in all his national and international 

tours. 

A top-level show, where music and poetry meet. 

A concert in which the audience will get lost in a 

dreamy atmosphere ... 
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Mocambo                                                                             pics 
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Mocambo                                                                           video 
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/dlhnbxljthv48oh/Mocambo.mp4?dl=0


Mocambo                                        stage plan & channel list 
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Piano digitale L DI Box 

Piano digitale R DI Box 

Sax Mic 

Bandoneon L Mic 

Bandoneon R Mic 

Fisarmonica DI Box 

Chitarra  DI Box 

Ampli GTR AeR Line Out XLR 

Ampli Basso Line Out XLR 

Contrabbasso Mic DPA (ns.) 

Vox pianista  Neumann KMS 

Vox vocalist Mic  



Info & Booking 

AGENZIAEVENTIME   

via casalis 41 / torino / italy 

+39 011 433 01 11 

info@agenziaeventime.com 

www.agenziaeventime.com 

 

Tour Manager 

Gigi Rebuffi @ AGENZIAEVENTIME  


